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“Of course the people don’t want war. But after all, it’s the leaders of the country who determine
the policy, and it’s always a simple matter to drag the people along whether it’s a democracy, a fascis
dictatorship, or a parliament, or a communist dictatorship. Voice or no voice, the people can always b
brought to the bidding of the leaders. That is easy. All you have to do is tell them they are being
attacked, and denounce the pacifists for lack of patriotism, and exposing the country to greater
danger.”
—HERMANN GÖRING AT THE NUREMBERG TRIALS
“All tears are the same.”
—IRISH WOMAN
“So little time. So little to do.”
—OSCAR LEVANT
“The main obligation is to amuse yourself.”
—S. J. PERELMAN
“Today’s another day. Time to play.”
—SALLY WADE

PREFACE

I’m an outsider by choice, but not truly. It’s the unpleasantness of the system that keeps me ou

I’d rather be in, in a good system. That’s where my discontent comes from: being forced to choose t
stay outside.
My advice: Just keep movin’ straight ahead. Every now and then you find yourself in a differen
place.

George’s Holiday Messag

Since this book comes out in the fall, I’d like to take advantage of this early opportunity to wis

all of you an enjoyable Christmas season and a happy New Year filled with good fortune. Of course,
realize this can’t happen for everyone. Some of you are going to die next year, and others will b
crippled and maimed in accidents, perhaps even completely paralyzed. Still others will be stricke
with diseases that can’t be cured, or will be horribly scarred in fires. And let’s not forget the robberie
and rapes—there’ll be lots of them. Therefore, many of you will not get to enjoy the happy an
fortunate New Year I’m wishing for you. So just try to do the best you can.

A Note of Appreciation

FROM THE DESK OF:
SPOT WADE

On the occasion of the publication of his new book, When Will Jesus Bring the Pork Chops?,
want to wish the author good luck and let the readers know that as my rep and personal assistant—
hired to deny rumors of my marriage and subsequent same-sex divorce to Sir Elton John’s do
Arthur, and how now I’m an expectant dad—George Carlin was easy to work with and followe
instructions well—although he was often tardy, with lame excuses like “other things to do.”
Similar to that of a cocker spaniel, who wants nothin’ more than our complete and undivide
attention, his personality is pleasant, well-tolerated, and meets with my approval—except for the tim
when, like Jesus, he forgot to bring the pork chops. But now’s not the time to dwell on foo
Well...maybe it is.
At any rate, I’m proud that one of my employees—especially you, Mr. Carlin—has demonstrate
that you’re more than just a flash in the pan, as is so often the case with seared tuna. And by the way—
as long as we’re still talkin’ about food—regardin’ Jesus bringin’ the pork chops, lemme know whe
they finally arrive. We’ll eat them religiously, and enjoy a fine glass of wine.

What are you lookin’ at?

A MODERN MAN
I’m a modern man,
digital and smoke-free;
a man for the millennium.
A diversified, multi-cultural,
post-modern deconstructionist;
politically, anatomically and ecologically incorrect.
I’ve been uplinked and downloaded,
I’ve been inputted and outsourced.
I know the upside of downsizing,
I know the downside of upgrading.
I’m a high-tech low-life.
A cutting-edge, state-of-the-art,
bi-coastal multi-tasker,
and I can give you a gigabyte in a nanosecond.
I’m new-wave, but I’m old-school;
and my inner child is outward-bound.
I’m a hot-wired, heat-seeking,
warm-hearted cool customer;
voice-activated and bio-degradable.
I interface with my database;
my database is in cyberspace;
so I’m interactive, I’m hyperactive,
and from time to time I’m radioactive.
Behind the eight ball, ahead of the curve,
ridin’ the wave, dodgin’ the bullet,
pushin’ the envelope.
I’m on point, on task, on message,
and off drugs.
I’ve got no need for coke and speed;
I’ve got no urge to binge and purge.

I’m in the moment, on the edge,
over the top, but under the radar.
A high-concept, low-profile,
medium-range ballistic missionary.
A street-wise smart bomb.
A top-gun bottom-feeder.
I wear power ties, I tell power lies,
I take power naps, I run victory laps.
I’m a totally ongoing, big-foot, slam-dunk
rainmaker with a pro-active outreach.
A raging workaholic, a working rageaholic;
out of rehab and in denial.
I’ve got a personal trainer,
a personal shopper,
a personal assistant,
and a personal agenda.
You can’t shut me up;
you can’t dumb me down.
’Cause I’m tireless, and I’m wireless.
I’m an alpha-male on beta-blockers.
I’m a non-believer,
I’m an over-achiever;
Laid-back and fashion-forward.
Up-front, down-home;
low-rent, high-maintenance.
I’m super-sized, long-lasting,
high-definition, fast-acting,
oven-ready and built to last.
A hands-on, footloose, knee-jerk head case;
prematurely post-traumatic,
and I have a love child who sends me hate-mail.

But I’m feeling, I’m caring,
I’m healing, I’m sharing.
A supportive, bonding, nurturing
primary-care giver.
My output is down, but my income is up.
I take a short position on the long bond,
and my revenue stream has its own cash flow.
I read junk mail, I eat junk food,
I buy junk bonds, I watch trash sports.
I’m gender-specific, capital-intensive,
user-friendly and lactose-intolerant.
I like rough sex; I like tough love.
I use the f-word in my e-mail.
And the software on my hard drive
is hard-core—no soft porn.
I bought a microwave at a mini-mall.
I bought a mini-van at a mega-store.
I eat fast food in the slow lane.
I’m toll-free, bite-size, ready-to-wear,
and I come in all sizes.
A fully equipped, factory-authorized,
hospital-tested, clinically proven,
scientifically formulated medical miracle.
I’ve been pre-washed, pre-cooked, pre-heated,
pre-screened, pre-approved, pre-packaged,
post-dated, freeze-dried, double-wrapped
and vacuum-packed.
And . . . I have unlimited broadband capacity.
I’m a rude dude, but I’m the real deal.
Lean and mean.
Cocked, locked and ready to rock;
rough, tough and hard to bluff.

I take it slow, I go with the flow;
I ride with the tide, I’ve got glide in my stride.
Drivin’ and movin’, sailin’ and spinnin’;
jivin’ and groovin’, wailin’ and winnin’.
I don’t snooze, so I don’t lose.
I keep the pedal to the metal
and the rubber on the road.
I party hearty, and lunchtime is crunch time.
I’m hangin’ in, there ain’t no doubt;
and I’m hangin’ tough.
Over and out.

EUPHEMISMS: It’s a Whole New Language

Euphemistic language turns up in many areas of American life in a variety of situations. Not a
euphemisms are alike, but they have one thing in common: They obscure meaning rather than enhanc
it; they shade the truth. But they exist for various reasons.
Sometimes they simply replace a word that makes people uncomfortable. For instance, the term
white meat, dark meat and drumstick came into use because in Victorian times people didn’t like t
mention certain body parts. No one at the dinner table really wanted to hear Uncle Herbert say, “Neve
mind the thighs, Margaret, let me have one of those nice, juicy breasts.” It would’ve made the
uncomfortable.
And at the same time, for the same reason, belly became stomach. But even stomach sounded to
intimate, so they began saying tummy. It’s actually a bit sad.
I first became aware of euphemisms when I was nine years old. I was in the living room with m
mother and my aunt Lil when I mentioned that Lil had a mole on her face. My mother was quick
point out that Lil didn’t have a mole, she had a beauty mark.
That confused me because, looking at Lil, the beauty mark didn’t seem to be working. And
confused me further, because my uncle John also had a brown thing on his face, and it was clearly no
a beauty mark. And so on that day, I discovered that on some people what appeared to be moles wer
actually beauty marks. And as it turned out, they were the same people whose laugh lines looked a l
like crow’s-feet.
By the way, that whole beauty-mark scam worked so well that some women routinely began usin
eyebrow pencils to apply fake beauty marks—a “fake mole” being something no self-respectin
woman would ever think of giving herself. Somehow, I can’t imagine Elizabeth Taylor turning to Joa
Crawford and saying, “Lend me your eyebrow pencil, Joanie, I’m gonna put a fake mole on my face.”
By the way, it was only a few years after the Aunt Lil incident that I took comfort in the fact tha
some people apparently thought my ugly pimples were nothing more than minor skin blemishes.
Another role euphemisms play is to simply put a better face on things, to dress up existing phrase
that sound too negative. Nonprofit became not-for-profit, because nonprofit sounded too much a
though someone didn’t know what they were doing. Not-for-profit makes it clear that there was nev
any intention of making a profit in the first place.
But some words that are euphemized aren’t even vaguely negative, they’re merely considered to
ordinary. For that reason, many things that used to be free are now complimentary. Asking the hot
clerk if the newspapers are free makes you sound like a mooch, but “Are the newspape
complimentary?” allows you to retain some small bit of dignity. This is the reason some hotels offe
their guests complimentary continental breakfasts, while others give their customers free doughnuts.
If you’re one who would enjoy a closer look at euphemisms, you’ll find a number of sections
the book that will interest you. I broke the euphemisms into segments, because they play such a larg
and varied role in American speech. And I call it The New Language, because it’s certainly new to m
I know I didn’t grow up with it. And that’s my larger point: that it’s gotten worse over time. Ther
were probably a few early signs I noticed, but I knew the problem was getting serious when I began
hear ordinary people refer to ideas as concepts.
More to come.

STIFF UPPER LIP, YOU KNOW

Imagine two different commercial airliners taking long, fatal plunges directly into the groun
from high altitudes. One is a British Airways plane filled with staid English diplomats and upper-clas
landed gentry. The other plane is Alitalia, filled with uneducated Sicilian, Greek and Turkish peasant
As the two planes dive toward certain destruction, which one do you think will have the loud
screaming and the more colorful praying, cursing and blasphemy? You get one guess. Hint: It isn’t th
British plane.

Eye Blaster: Get One Now

Are your eyes dry and itchy? It’s possible you may have dry, itchy eyes. Don’t take a chance. Ca
now for Eye Blaster, a special, self-powered unit that blasts hot, refreshing steam directly into th
eyes to relieve symptoms fast. Just plug in the Eye Blaster and wait forty-five minutes for full he
and steam pressure to build up. Then blast the scalding hot steam directly into your eyes for thirty
forty minutes. Submerge your head immediately in ice water for fifteen minutes, then repeat the stea
treatment. Repeat these steps seven times and then take a breather. Do not use more than fifteen time
in one twenty-four-hour period. Children under five should not use Eye Blaster unsupervised. Whe
using on pets, tie pet to a chair before blasting. Safe for old people. Doctor approved, but not ey
doctors. Call now.

HAND ME MY PURSE

Boxing is an activity in which each of two men, by delivering a series of repeated, sharp blows
the head, attempts to render the other senseless, leaving him lying on the floor, unable to a
rationally, defend himself or even stand up. If one of the two men is knocked down and beaten into a
only partially blank and helpless mental state, the other is made to stand aside and the contest is halte
momentarily, while the damaged man regains just enough strength to stand up and have the beatin
continue—to the point where he is again lying on the floor, this time completely immobile an
functionless. Afterward, the two men embrace in a display of good sportsmanship.

REMEMBER YOUR UNCLE JOHN?

Hi Billy. I’m Uncle John. I came up to say goodnight. You remember your Uncle John, don’t you
You remember the time I took you down to the beach and we set the hot dog stand on fire and thre
people died? Wasn’t that fun? Remember runnin’ away from the police? And how we hid in the sewe
and Uncle John got poo-poo all over him? And he wiped it on your coat? You remember? And then
took you to the bar and got drunk and vomited on the jukebox? And sparks started flyin’ out of th
jukebox and a fire started? And all the people were screamin’? Remember that? Remember th
screamin’? And the ambulances? Wasn’t that fun?
And do you remember that other time? The time I took you to the circus? The lion got loose an
ate a monkey? Wasn’t that fun? And they had to kill the lion? And the monkeys got real sad, so the
had to kill the monkeys, too? Wasn’t that fun? And then the man fell off the trapeze and smashed int
the ground, and they had to kill him? And all the other trapeze people got real sad and they had to ki
them too? Hah? Wasn’t that fun?
Why are you cryin’, Billy? Please don’t cry. If you stop cryin’, I’ll take you to the rodeo. Wouldn
that be fun? Maybe someone will get trampled, or gored. They’ve got horsies and cows, too, yo
know. Maybe they’ll have to kill a horsie. Or a cow. And if they kill a cow, maybe we’ll get to eat him
in a hamburger. Wouldn’t that be fun? Please don’t cry.
Remember the time you fell outta my car? Remember, you were lookin’ out the window, and w
went around a corner real fast to keep from hittin’ that lady? And you went flyin’ out the window an
hit the pole, head first? And the doctor had to sew your head up with a big needle? I’ve got a boat now
Billy. You wanna go out on my boat? I promise I’ll be careful. Are you asleep yet? Billy? Please sto
cryin’.

COUNT THE SUPERFLUOUS REDUNDANT PLEONASTIC
TAUTOLOGIES

My fellow countrymen, I speak to you as coequals, knowing you are deserving of the honest trut
And let me warn you in advance, my subject matter concerns a serious crisis caused by an event in m
past history: the execution-style killing of a security guard on a delivery truck. At that particular poin
in time, I found myself in a deep depression, making mental errors which seemed as though the
might threaten my future plans. I am not over-exaggerating.
I needed a new beginning, so I decided to pay a social visit to a personal friend with whom I sha
the same mutual objectives and who is one of the most unique individuals I have ever personally me
The end result was an unexpected surprise. When I reiterated again to her the fact that I needed a fres
start, she said I was exactly right; and, as an added plus, she came up with a final solution that wa
absolutely perfect.
Based on her past experience, she felt we needed to join together in a common bond for
combined total of twenty-four hours a day, in order to find some new initiatives. What a nov
innovation! And, as an extra bonus, she presented me with the free gift of a tuna fish. Right away
noticed an immediate positive improvement. And although my recovery is not totally complete, th
sum total is I feel much better now knowing I am not uniquely alone.

THE CONTROL FREAKS

Hello. We’re the ones who control your lives. We make the decisions that affect all of you. Isn’t
interesting to know that those who run your lives would have the nerve to tell you about it in th
manner? Suffer, you fools. We know everything you do, and we know where you go. What do yo
think the cameras are for? And the global-positioning satellites? And the Social Security numbers
You belong to us. And it can’t be changed. Sign your petitions, walk your picket lines, bring you
lawsuits, cast your votes, and write those stupid letters to whomever you please; you won’t change
thing. Because we control your lives. And we have plans for you. Go back to sleep.

THEY CAME FROM OUT OF THE SKY

I find it discouraging—and a bit depressing—when I notice the unequal treatment afforded by th
media to UFO believers on the one hand, and on the other, to those who believe in an invisib
supreme being who inhabits the sky. Especially as the latter belief applies to the whole Jesus-Messiah
Son-of-God fable.
You may have noticed that, in the media, UFO believers are usually referred to as buffs, a ter
used to diminish and marginalize them by relegating them to the ranks of hobbyists and me
enthusiasts. They are made to seem like kooks and quaint dingbats who have the nerve to believe tha
in an observable universe of trillions upon trillions of stars, and most likely many hundreds of billion
of potentially inhabitable planets, some of those planets may have produced life-forms capable o
doing things that we can’t do.
On the other hand those who believe in an eternal, all-powerful being, a being who demands to b
loved and adored unconditionally and who punishes and rewards according to his whims are thought
be worthy, upright, credible people. This, in spite of the large numbers of believers who are clearl
close-minded fanatics.
To my way of thinking, there is every bit as much evidence for the existence of UFOs as there
for the existence of God. Probably far more. At least in the case of UFOs there have been countles
taped and filmed—and, by the way, unexplained—sightings from all over the world, along wit
documented radar evidence seen by experienced military and civilian radar operators.
This does not even begin to include the widespread testimony of not only highly traine
experienced military and civilian pilots who are selected for their jobs, in part, for their above-averag
eyesight and mental stability, but also of equally well-trained, experienced law-enforcement officer
Such pilots and law-enforcement people are known to be serious, sober individuals who would hav
quite a bit to lose were they to be associated with anything resembling kooky, outlandish belief
Nonetheless, they have taken the risk of revealing their experiences because they are convinced the
have seen something objectively real that they consider important.
All of these accounts are ignored by the media.
Granted, the world of UFO-belief has its share of kooks, nuts and fringe people, but have you ev
listened to some of these religious true-believers? Have you ever heard of any extreme, bizar
behavior and outlandish claims associated with religious zealots? Could any of them be considere
kooks, nuts or dingbats? A fair person would have to say yes.
But the marginal people in these two groups don’t matter in this argument. What matters is th
prejudice and superstition built into the media coverage of the two sets of beliefs. One is treate
reverently and accepted as received truth, the other is treated laughingly and dismissed out of hand.
As evidence of the above premise, I offer one version of a typical television news story heard eac
year on the final Friday of Lent:
“Today is Good Friday, observed by Christians worldwide as a day that commemorates th
crucifixion of Jesus Christ, the Son of God, whose death redeemed the sins of mankind.”
Here is the way it should be written:
“Today is Good Friday, observed worldwide by Jesus buffs as the day on which the popula
bearded cultural figure, sometimes referred to as The Messiah, was allegedly crucified and—
according to legend—died for mankind’s so-called sins. Today kicks off a ‘holy’ weekend tha
culminates on Easter Sunday, when, it is widely believed, this dead ‘savior’—who also, by the wa
claimed to be the son of a sky-dwelling, invisible being known as God—mysteriously ‘rose from th
dead.’

“According to the legend, by volunteering to be killed and actually going through with it, Jesu
saved every person who has ever lived—and every person who ever will live—from an eternity o
suffering in a fiery region popularly known as hell, providing—so the story goes—that the person
be ‘saved’ firmly believes this rather fanciful tale.”
That would be an example of unbiased news reporting. Don’t wait around for it to happen. Th
aliens will land first.
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